
Chapter 2

What Others Have Said

Introduction

A CONSENSUS ON THE ECONOMIC IMPACT of Quebec sovereignty has
emerged in Quebec. It was articulated by a group of prominent

Quebec economists speaking before the Belanger-Campeau Commis-
sion on behalf of the Association des Economistes Quebecois (1990). If
Quebec were to separate, they argue, there would be no significant
impact in the long run on the Quebec economy and that the short-run
impact would depend very much on how the break was made. The
smoother and more harmonious the political and economic relations
between Quebec and Canada during the split, the smaller the economic
disruptions would be. Uncertainty during the transition-period is seen
as being the only cost of sovrreignty.

This chapter reviews the pre-Belanger-Campeau-report literature
on the economic consequences of Quebec sovereignty ~o see if the
literature supports this emerging consensus. Subject to a fe~ exceptions,
this chapter focuses only on the more rigorous technical\tnalyses of
sovereignty, which have been Pelatively rare, and does n~t cover the
journalistic and partisan articl~ and ~apers dealing with sovereignty.
The exceptions concern papers which'have been widely quoted in the
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lit' IIV('"Quebec sovereignty or which deal with important issues
H"I-IIVII,'('din analytical papers. .

Ihi' rhupter is divided into sections, each treating a specific type of
illlll/"I/!,The second section addresses the critical question of the sur-

jllll~InUll Confederation. The larger the surplus, the greater the gains
!'!~1111111membership in the Canadian federation. The third section
i\'P'")',"J'\eral equilibrium analyses which seek to estimate the overall

11111'111'1of Quebec sovereignty on the output and income of Quebec and
iilhlll l'I'glons. The fourth section deals with fiscal balance studies which
IIIIII'lllllratenarrowly on the federal deficit or surplus with Quebec and
11\1'olher regions; it attempts to show who gains and who loses from
I Illllt'dcration. Fiscal balance studies have been a perennial favourite
"' ( 'nnadian analysts. The fifth section focuses on studies of the trade
IIl1wlI between Quebec and the rest of Canada. The sixth section exam-
'1\1''1Home studies which have been prepared by financial institutions
11111huvc been used particularly by the Parti Quebecois to show the
1'1111I(llnicviability of a sovereign Quebec. The seventh section looks at
1111'question of the viability of a Quebec dollar. The eighth section
I IIIHlidersthe issue of financing government deficits and debt. The ninth
1'1'lion reviews the evidence on the likely effect of constitu tional uncer-

1IIIIItleson the Quebec and Canadian economies. The tenth section
IlI'ovtdes conclusions on the literature review,

'I'he scarcity of up-to-date hard analysis of the costs and benefits of
( 'Imfederation and the economic impact of Quebec sovereignty is cause
11lJ'concern. Important decisions on the future of Quebec and Canada
IhHlare currently being made without adequate information on their
Ilklllyeconomic consequences.

l'he surplus from Confederation
l'he most important economic argument in favour of a federation has
10be that economic integration of the component parts creates a surplus
which can be distributed among the participants. In the final overview
tudy for the C.D. Howe Accent Quebec series, Judith Maxwell and
'oroline Pestieau list four ways to generate the surplus:

The opportunity to achieve greater scale and specialization in
economic activity can lead to gains from trade among the
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participants in the form of more efficient production and higher
incomes.
Interregional compensation and insurance programs for pool-
ing the risks of cyclical fluctuations (both short- and long-term)
can produce a smoother flow of economic activity and create a
more favourable environment for development within each
region.
The sharing of such joint services as transportation, communi-
cations, and defence can lead to both cost savings and an
improvement in the quantity and quality of these services.
Bargaining power in international negotiations can be in-
creased through the consolidation of strength (Maxwell and
Pestieau, 1980, p.14).

After reviewing the Canadian experience in generating a surplus in
each of these four ways, namely gains from trade, pooling of risk,
sharing of overheads, and international bargaining power, Maxwell and
Pestieau express some doubts abouf the size of surplus which has
actually accrued.

In summary, the current perceptions of the surplus from the
existing system are not particularly favourable. In areas where
surpluses have been created as a result of specialization in
interprovincial trade, most provinces are now seeking ways to
restructure their economies in the direction of less specializa-
tion. In areas where the pooling of risks or sharing of overheads
could be expected to generate a surplus, several provinces object
strongly to both the methods employed and the results

.achieved. Finally, in areas. where a consolidation of strength
could be expected to increase Canadian' bargaining power, cer-
tain analysts would argue that this power has not been used to
create a healthy national economy, let alone a surplus for the
individual regions. (Maxwell and Pestieau, 1980, pp.20-21), ,

In their pioneering study of regional aspects of Confederation
Whalley and Trela used general equilibrium analysis of the gains and
losses from Confederation and concluded that "Confederation may be

. I
the source of a deficit rather than a surplus" (Whalley and~rela, 1986,
p.196). But these results derivE\!argely from the distortionsln resource
allocation caused by the National Energy Program. Conseqpently, their
study may not still be applicable. They~lso voice some pessimism about
the prospects for future surplus as a result of the tendency towards
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It '1\ It 11III Ibalkanization and the competitivenessof the Canadian econ-
1\lIIy In international transactions (1980, p.21).

'I'he strongest argument in favour of federalism advanced by Max-
IVI·II und Pestieau is that the regions together in a united Canada have
11\1111' bargaining power in dealing wi th their main trading partners than
IllIIy would have if they were divided into smaller groups (1980, p.23).
,"h~ll'quent events have borne this out. In negotiating the free trade deal
\VII" the United States, which is considered to be so important to Quebec
u uxlucing its dependence on the Canadian market, Canada made two'

IIlIl'ortant concessions: guarantee of access to Canadian energy and the
mudlfications to the auto-pact. These concessions could not have been
II\ltdt'by a sovereign Quebec.

Regarding the surplus, the Task Force on Canadian Unity argues
I""t "it says something in favour of the present economic union that the
I'lli'll Quebecois would like to retain many of its elements" (1979, p.76).
I hlA is still true today, but perhaps less so. The task force also noted that
'(I)lIfe is simply no evidence to support the contention that Quebec has

1!I'tlo or is getting more than a fair share of the surplus generated by the
t 'nnadian economic union" (1979, p.76).

Recently, Quebec business leaders, such as those represented by the
humber of Commerce (1990, pp.11-17), have expressed scepticism

(lI'(ore the Belanger-Campeau Commission about the surplus from
('onfederation. This stems from their dissatisfaction with what they
p,,'rceive to be a mismanagement of fiscal and monetary policy. Many
Ouebec businesspeople believe that the federal deficit is out of control
IIId that high interest rates are driving up the Canadian dollar and

t t ndermining the competitiveness of Canadian industry.
In my view, existing studies substantially underestimate the sur-

plus from Confederation. If the surplus were not large, how could real
ncome per capita in Canada be the second highest in the world behind
(he United States as it currently is? Additional evidence that the surplus

probably considerable is provided by the estima tes of the ou tput gains
resulting from free trade with the United States, which were reported
by the Department of Finance to be from 2.5 to 8.9 percent with most
-stimates around 3 percent (1988, p.32).
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General equilibrium analysis
In a report prepared for the Macdonald Commission, the most com-
prehensive and thorough study ever of the regional costs and benefits
of Confederation, John Whalley and Irene Trela evaluated the regional
impacts of the more important government policies within a broader
framework than the fiscal accounts (1986), The policies considered
included the federal tariff, transport subsidies, energy policies, inter-
governmental transfers, provincial impediments to goods and factor
flows, the federal tax system, federal transfers to persons, non-tariff
trade policies, regional development policies, and agricultural policies.

Whalley and Trela used a 1981 micro-consistent interregional data
set for Canada which records production, demand, and interregional
and international trade in combination with data on the policy elements.
They performed counterfactual analysis using this data set for various
changes in policies, using both partial equilibrium and general equilib-
rium techniques. Their general equilibrium model was calibrated to the
data for the 1981 benchmark year, assuming that the interregional
economy was in an equilibrium situation that year.

A general equilibrium model is basically a Walrasian system where
prices are determined by the equilibrium of supply and demand in the
relevant market. In the model used by Whalley and 'frela, demand for
final goods in each region is treated as the outcome of utility maximiza-
tion, with each region maximizing a six-level nested constant elasticity
of substitution (CES)/linear expenditure system (LES) utility function
subject to its regional budget constraint. The regional budget constraint
includes capital, labour and resource income received by residents,
along with intergovernmental transfers and transfers to persons from
the federal government. Supply of goods and services and demand for
factors in each region are determined by profit maximization based on
production functions with'assumed parameters. Demand for interme-
diate inputs a~d for factors of production is based on cost minimization.
Imports are other sources of supply. Taxes and subsidie~ are wedges
between supply and demand prices. Various other polici¥ are treated
as ad valorem tariff equivalejits. Increasing returns to ,~cale can be
incorporated in the model as~variant. J~

In addition to equilibrium con1tions for supply and demand in
goods and factor markets in the model, there are other equilibrium
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H till IIIIOJ)H of budget balance at both the federal and regional govern-
jilt'III It'vt'ls and of external balance as well as the imposition of zero
pi"IIIIII'ondltions imposed on all industries in all regions and abroad.

regions are identified in.the model-Atlantic Canada, Quebec,
I 1111111'10,Manitoba and Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia.
I \VII levels of aggregation are used, one with six goods produced by

lltlt'II I'('gion, and one with thirteen. These six goods can be assumed to
k qlllllitatively different both interregionally and internationally (the
\ 1II\Ington assumption). Public goods are treated separately. There are
11111'(1types of factors of production: capital services, labour services, and
11"11)\1rccs, Capital is generally assumed to be mobile. Labour is assumed
11"IlllIeacross sectors and partially mobile across regions, but immobile
uloruationally. Resources are assumed to be immobile. Other assump-

lit IIIHdepend on the model variant utilized.
Analysis of the impact of policies is conducted by altering one or

lilt 1I'l' policies and determining the new equilibrium in the model. There
will be related changes in resource allocation, relative prices, and the
dlHlrlbution of income both within and across provinces.

The results of a simulation in which each of the regions is assumed
I(I wi thdra w from the Confederation are shown in tab le 1. In conducting
tIll' simulations, it is assumed that on withdrawal federal taxes are not
rullccted from the region, that federal expenditures including intergov-
"Iomental transfers and transfers to persons in the region are not made,
nnd that labour is immobile between the withdrawing region and the
Iemainder of the country. The results show that if Quebec were to
withdraw, it would be worse off by $6.4 billion and the five remaining
I'pglons would be better off by $3.2 billion. Atlantic Canada would also
Ill' a big loser if it were to withdraw. Alberta would gain the most from
leuving Confederation would be Alberta because of the energy rents
Alberta would regain. But Ontario, British Columbia, and Manitoba and
Snskatchewan would also gain. The most important policies producing
the pattern of gains and losses are energy policy, equalization, and the
luriff. Of these, energy policy is by far the most important.

There are many problems with estimates from general equilibrium
models. The parameters are generally not estimated empirically: in-
stead, they are calibrated based on earlier studies. For regional trade
ilasticities, this is a real problem because there are no time series data
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and no earlier studies. Also the assumptions that equilibrium is
achieved and markets function perfectly are rather strict. In addition,
general equilibrium models provide comparative static results and do
not capture dynamic impacts. All these criticisms can be applied to the
Whalley and Trela study. The obvious reply, however, is that it is
necessary to take this approach and make these types of assumptions to
get any estimates at all and that alternative approaches are not available.
Whalley and Trela's study is clearly pioneering: no one has ever before
been able to make such estimates.

The most obvious problem with Whalley and Trela's estimates of
the impact of various regions withdrawing from Confederation, a prob-
lem which they acknowledge, is that their data apply to policies in effect

TABLE 1

GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM IMPACTS OF WITHDRAWAL FROM
CONFEDERATION BY INDIVIDUAL REGIONS, USING 1981
DATA
(Hicksian EV's in $ Millions)

Impacts an Atlantic Quebec

Withdrawal by.
Ontario Manitoba Alberta B.C

JSask.

-512 -189 -1,417 -329
-1,937 -663 -5,674 -1,197

713 -1,204 -7,901 -1,943
-630 1,310 -2,209 -429

-1,154 -751 20,534 -667
-1,163 -385 -2,875 2,389

\

-4,683 -1,882 459 -2,176

Atlantic Canada -5,150 358
Quebec 6(J7 -6,394
Ontario 792 1,801
Manitoba/Saskatchewan 168 331
Alberta 124 308
British Columbia 208 419

Total for six
original regions

~b~ I

remaining regions 1,899 3,217 -5,396 -3,192 -20,(J7? -4,565

Note: Each of these model experiments is specified by removing lptergovern-
mental transfers and federal transfers from to persons in the region, ijlderal taxes
paid, and expenditures by the federal government on goods prodilced by the
region, Any gain or loss to the fedesal government produced by thd model has
been reallocated to the remaining regions on a proportional basis.

t.

Source: Whalley and Trela (1986, p.l98).
I

-3,251
!

-3,177
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ii 1'J/l1 Three very important policy changes after 1981 wh~ch are not
,,"111111'11 for in their analysis are the termination of the National

I IItl gy Program, the inauguration of the Canada-U'.S. Free Trade
1',""'IIll'nl, and tax reform, including the Goods and Services Tax. The
1Iltllllllllnergy Program in particular had a very substantial regional

III \1"11'1,I'llvou ring other regions at the expense of AIberta and, to a lesser
I • "JIII,Bd tish Columbia and Saskatchewan. According to Whalley and
1)1..III,I'l\crgypolicy by far dominates the regional effects produced by
',Hit,., policies. The Economic Council of Canada is updating Whalley
111(1Tu-la's analysis as part of the research program leading up to its
nNI nnnual review. Their research should help us better understand
""IV recent changes in policies and economic developments have
111'11'1'(\change the distribution of benefits and costs of Confederation.

('al balance studies
I hll' very partial measure of the costs and benefits of Confederation is
'IVI'IIby the federal government fiscal balance by province. Based on
, "I tuln assumptions about the incidence of federal government reve-
IIIII'Mnnd expenditures, this provides an estimate of how much money
IIll' It'deral government injects into or withdraws from a region. It does
1\111 show anything about the likely second and subsequent round
IIIJ1l1ctsof respending the money. It also does not adequately quantify
IIll' Impact of regulatory or commercial policies.

John Whalley and Irene Trela have underlined additional problems
wllh the balance sheet approach (1986, pp.182-183). The first is how to
,11'111 with interregionallabour mobility. If labour is perfectly mobile, it

uot possible to associate a particular group of people with a region.
1101'instance, should a region's gain from a policy be associated with the
1',11In of the people there before the policy was introduced or with those
IlIl're afterwards. The second is the problem of interregional asset
ownership. As there are no data on interregional asset ownership, it is
hnpossible to allocate gains and losses associated with the ownership
or assets to the appropriate regions in which the assets are owned. The
lhird is the implicit zero sum game assumption that what one region
1',lIlnsanother must lose. But there can be either a surplus or dead weight
IOHS resulting from Confederation. The fourth is that fiscal balance sheet
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exercises do not spell out the alternatives which are being compared to
the existing arrangements.

All the caveats notwithstanding, fiscal balance sheet exercises be-
came very popular after the Parti Quebecois came to power in 1976 and
after the release of the new provincial accounts which made such
calculations possible. At that time a public controversy broke out
between the federal and Quebec governments over whether the federal
government fiscal balance with Quebec was a deficit or a surplus. The
answer depended quite critically on the assumptions made to distribute
federal revenues and expenditures across provinces. The Quebec gov-
ernment jumped the gun and published provincial economic data for
Quebec which basically used the same incidence assumptions made by
Statistics Canada in preparing the data (the Quebec government and
Statistics Canada cooperated in preparing the provincial economic ac-
counts, see Quebec, Ministry of Industry and Commerce 1977). The
federal Minister of Finance countered with a more reasonable statement
which made a persuasive case for the use of alternative assumptions
(1977). Using the new fiscal balance data, the Economic Council of
Canada calculated the likely short-term changes in both the level and
distribution of taxes if provinces were to become fiscally autonomous
(Glynn, 1978).

In 1979, on the basis of its own examination of the fiscal balance
data, the Task Force on Canadian Unity concluded thus:

Statistical evidence from recently developed provincial ac-
counts fails to establish that Quebec has been a major net recip-
ient of federal funds (that .is federal expenditures minus tax
contributions from Quebec) until quite recently, when tempo-
rary subsidies for oil imports were established. Moreover, the
evidence confirms in part the current contention that central
government expenditures have been concentrated in income
support 'measures, while the province has been receiving a
disproportionately small portion of funds to generate employ-
ment. (1979, p. 75) '1

I.. ;

More recently, Robert 1. Mansell and Ronald C. Schl~rker have
prepared an analysis of the regional distribution of federalifiscal bal-
ances following an updated v~sion of the Department ot! Finance's
methodology (1977). The adjustments~o the provincial economic ac-
counts data for this purpose are three. First, certain indirect taxes are
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" ,tlllll'illrd to reflect the province in which the good is consumed rather
""111 produced, reflecting the generally accepted regional incidence of
IIdl IIIXCS.Second, public debt interest payments to non-Canadians

'1I't" u-moved from the public debt charges which are distributed across
1llllvllwcs.Third, transfers associated with regulated pricing of energy

I'll' included (under the National Energy Program, when the gap
1,,'IWI'l'nthe international and domestic price widened, these transfers
111'1'111I)('very large). An additional adjustment was made to allow for
1111' Increasing federal deficits from the mid-1970s and the pattern of
!I\I'll'llsinglynegative fiscal contributions. The adjustment was made by
11\1 '11'usingrevenues for each province by the same percentage so that
1111' Ilggregate revenue of all provinces would equal total expenditures
III1'llChyear and the federal budget position would be in balance. All
umulnal magnitudes are expressed in 1990 dollars. No adjustments are
IIllHk'for the fact that departments are headquartered in Ottawa.

Table 2 from Mansell and Schlenker shows the provincial allocation
ItI not federal fiscal balances after making all the above-noted adjust-
11\I 'Ills, and table 3 provides the same data in per capita form. From 1961
III 1988, Quebec received by far the largest federal fiscal contribution
('1172.4 billion), but on a per capita basis the federal fiscal contribution to
UII('bec ($401) was much smaller than that to the Atlantic provinces or
Mnnitoba. Alberta made by far the largest contribution to the federal
I\overnment from 1961 to 1988 ($207.6 billion). The large federal fiscal
rnntribution to Quebec at the beginning of the 1980s reflected in large
IUit't the subsidies for the consumption of petroleum out of the petro-
loum compensation account. During the 1980s, Quebec's gain in fiscal
lrnnsactions with the federal government turned into a small loss by
II)H8.

Andre Raynauld has also calculated the federal fiscal balance from
1%1 to 1988 (1990, pp.20-31). His results differ from those of Mansell
uid Schlenker in that he did not make all of the adjustments they made,
I-xccpt for distributing the deficit based on tax revenues. He also did not
dl'nominate all fiscal balances in constant 1990 dollars.

In addition, Raynauld made another adjustment to public debt
l'Iiarges which Mansell and Schlenker did not make. The previous
idjustment for the deficit implies that the debt is eliminated, he argues,
()the distribution of public debt charges loses its significance. Raynauld

)
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proposes two alternative adjustments for public debt charges. Because
spending could be higher, without public debt charges, the first adjust-
ment spreads public debt charges among provinces based on the distri-
bution of other expenditures. The second adjustment distributes public
debt charges based on tax revenues on the assumption that taxes could
be reduced. Raynauld argues that such an adjustment is all the more
necessary Because the payments of interest on the public debt result
from voluntary investment choices by citizens. Quebec residents receive
only 18percent of the interest on the public debt, while Ontario residents
receive 61 percent because of the decisions they make to purchase
federal government obligations. In my view, Raynauld's case for this
adjustment is convincing.

These adjustments to the distribution of public debt charges are
very significant. The net federal balance in Quebec calculated by
Raynauld is a surplus of $987 million in Quebec before the adjustments.
But after a $2,029 million adjustment to expenditures, there would be a
deficit of $1,042 million, and after a $1,776 million adjustment to taxes,
there would be a $789 million deficit. Depending on the method of
adjustment chosen, Quebec realized a gain of between $800 million and
more that $1 billion in 1988 as a result of its fiscal transactions with the
federal government.

Raynauld's estimates of the net fiscal balance with Quebec from
1961 to 1988are given in table 4. During the 1960s, after making the first
kind of adjustment to public debt charges of spreading across provinces
based on expenditures, Quebec experienced a cumulative net fiscal loss
of $4.6 billion in its relations with the federal government. But, after
1972, Quebec began to gain. From 1972 to 1980, Quebec experienced a
cumulative net fiscal benefit of $12.3 billion, which increased to $22.7
billion from ,1981 to 1985. From 1986 to 1988·Quebe~ continued to
register a moderate gain fn the $1 to $1.7 billion range. Since 1972,
Quebec's fiscal benefit has averaged $2.3 'billion per yea~. Quebec has
clearly gained from its fiscal relations with the federal! government
based on Raynauld's estimates. Similar results are showr; in table 4 if

• I

the second type of adjustment to public debt charges (distri~uting based
on revenues) is made. :~'" -I,

Isabella D. Horry and Michael ~alker of the Fraser Institute have
also done a study of the provincial distribution of federal revenues and
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1"'llIlIt\lI'l~S (1991). Their study differs from those of Mansell and
Idl-II~I'"nnd of Raynauld in that they use data from the Financial

1'"lill',\'lIwnt System rather than the Provincial Economic Accounts.
1111 lilllHncial Management System is a standard system of public
i I I''''lllng developed by Statistics Canada. Their study does not make
ill, Id the adjustments made by Mansell and Schlenker and by
I{rlY'Hlldd, except for an adjustment to eliminate the deficit. Indirect
!,m'lI !\I'l' distributed based on factor incomes rather than on consump-
il",!. thereby allocating the taxes disproportionately to Ontario and
I .'"11111 't', where manufacturing is concentrated. Horry and Walker show
IIt,llOuebcc derives a net benefit in 1988 of $1,996 million from its fiscal
11-1,11101\8 with the federal government. In per capita terms at $304,
I !II"bl'("S net fiscal benefit is only a fraction of those received in Sas-
,'II'lll'wan at $1,854, Manitoba at $1,521, New Brunswick at $2,526 and

1',1111'1' Edward Island at $4,315. Ontario, British Columbia, and espe-
I 1IIIIyAlberta are net losers in their fiscal transactions with the federal
1',IIVI'rnment.Ontario's net loss is $831 per capita; British Columbia's is
IIII-If,;and Alberta's is $1,688. In my view, by allocating indirect taxes
11I1I1I't1 on factor incomes instead of the more generally accepted con-

I1 II \( 'r expenditures and by failing to ad just for the distribu tion of public
d"ht charges, Horry and Walker open their estimates of net fiscal
IU'Iwfitsto some criticism.

A more reliable estimate of Quebec's gain in its fiscal relations with
Ihl' federal government than Mansell and Schlenker's, Raynauld's, or
l lurry and Walker's would require that all the adjustments suggested
Ily Mansell and Schlenker be made to the data as well as the additional
uljustment to public debt charges proposed by Raynauld. In addition,
wllh respect to the Mansell and Schlenker and Raynauld estimates, part
III the net federal balance outside of the country should be allocated to
Ouobcc to reflect the benefits Quebec derives from foreign aid, defence
IIlId other expenditures abroad. The federal net balance outside the
ruuntry was estimated by Mansell and Schlenkerto be $8.8 billion (1990
dollars) in 1988. Quebec's share, based on its 25.6 percent population
hure in 1988, would be more than $2.2 billion or $339 per capita, a far

trorn trivial sum. In the absence of all the required adjustments, all
I'/'lllmates significantly underestimate Quebec's gain from its fiscal rela-

~
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tions with the federal government. If estimated correctly, Quebec's gain
would be substantial.

Static fiscal balance calculations may be misleading if it would be
possible to achieve economies after separation. For instance, the Quebec
Chamber of Commerce argued in its brief to the Belanger-Campeau
Commission that spending is inflated by overlapping jurisdictions and
by duplication between the federal and provincial governments (1990,
p.13). The only concrete evidence cited is a study done twelve years ago
by Germain Julien and Marcel Proulx at Ecole Nationale
d' Administration Publique. According to this study, 277 of 465 pro-
grams examined, or 60 percent, involved some degree of overlap (1978,
p.33). Overlap occurred in all sectors except the post office, defence, and
veterans affairs. The elimination of overlap is expected by Julien and
Proulx to provide more than a billion dollars in savings for a sovereign
Quebec. Their estimate overstates the potential savings since the degree
of overlap has been reduced by federal government expenditure re-
straint in recent years.

Trade flows
There are no current comprehensive studies of trade flows between
Canada and Quebec. Indeed, the data on interprovincial trade flows are
not available in constant dollar terms, and their coverage outside the
manufacturing sector is poor.

Prior to the Belanger-Carnpeau Commission, the most recent thor-
ough study of trade flows between Canada and Quebec was carried out
by the Canadian Unity Information Office in 197&;their study dealt with
trade flows in 1967 and changes in trade flows between 1967 and 1974.
The study, which presents disaggregated data on trade flows by indus-
try, highlighted the extent, to ~which the industrial structure of Quebec
was concentrated in industries related to forest products (wood, furni-
ture, and pulp and paper) and in those non-durable, labour-intensive
consumer goods (leather, textiles, knitting mills and clothing). Of the
$1.2 billion trade surplus with the rest of Canada which Quebec enjoyed

" ,
in 1974, $1 billion' was conceetrated in "soft" industries (textiles,
knitting, leather, clothing, furnlture) 'Yhich are highly prdtected by
tariffs and are increasingly subject to foreign competition.1iese "soft"
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The study concluded that Canadian consumers bear the cost of protec-
tion of this industry, and Quebec benefits from it.

An early attempt to model the economic impact of Quebec separa-
tion on trade flows was by Tim Hazledine (1978). He used an ad hoc
five-region Canadian economic model which combined production,
trade flows, employment, and incomes. The model was calibrated using
1974 data. Hazledine estimated that if the Canadian external tariff were
applied to Quebec following separation, the cost to Quebec would be
about 5 percent of Quebec GDP. Given the change in trade flows and
the progress which has been made in modelling, Hazledine's analysis
is primarily of historical interest and has little relevance to the current
policy debate. Another study by L. Auer and K. Mills (1978), which was
prepared for the same conference, also examined the impact of impos-
ing Canadian tariffs on an independent Quebec using 1974 data. This
study, which produced estimates of lost output and employment that
were about half those of Hazledine, is also outdated. Finally, Leon
Courville in his independent 1979 used the same data in his indepen-
dent 1979 study to estimate losses of output which were very similar to
those of Hazledine. A problem with all these studies-in addition to the
obvious one of being out-of-date---is that they estimate only the short-
run impact of the disruption of trade flows resulting from separation
and the imposition of external tariffs. The long-run impact would be
mitigated by the redeployment of capital and labour, which is not
included in any of these models as it would be in a general equilibrium
model. ,

The Task Force on Canadian Unity wrote the following in 1979:

We have examined the evidence provided by a number of recent
studies dealing with interregional trade, the interprovincial
shipment of manufactured goods, the number of j~bs depen-
dent on the Canadian market, federal expenditures in Quebec,
and other.related topics.The major conclusion to be drawn from
the trade data is that Quebec's economy is highly drpendent
upon the Canadian common market. Canada's tariff structure
and trade policy have a,major-impact on the level of pr~~uction,
employment and income of that province's manufacturing sec-
tor. Compared with its international exports whose pr~duction
takes relatively large inputs of ~atural resources and'technol-
ogy, Quebec's trade with Canada ~ based upon the manufacture
of labour intensive products. It relies on Canadian markets for
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lilt' sale of about $7 billion of these goods, most of which could
I\ot withstand foreign competi tion. Severing the ties to Canada's
customs union would profoundly disrupt Quebec's economy.

ucbec's and Ontario's favourable trade balances with the rest
Ill' Canada unquestionably indicate that both provinces derive
dcflnite advantages from the Canadian customs union. (1979,
1'.75)

1\ IHlre Raynauld has prepared for the Association des Economistes
!J11I.lu'misand for the Conseil du Patronat du Quebec an analysis of
illllll' I','cent trade flows that also underlines the high degree of interde-
I" \1111·I\t'C of Canada and Quebec and particular! y the dependence of
Ullt'I,,'\' on Canada (Raynauld, 1990, pp.13-19 and ASDEQ, 1990,pp.10-
I I' I)1\ fortunately, this analysis contains no data on the structure of
I 111111"'(' trade in manufactured goods. But the aggregate data presented
, ,tllll"lnl'lthe conclusions of the earlier studies about the greater depen-
,111111'I I( Quebec on exports to Canada than vice versa.

I lit· regional distribution of trade in manufactured goods in 1984as
1t1\'11~III'l'dby manufacturers' shipments is shown in table 5 taken from
i( ,IV 1\1 iuld. It is striking the greater extent to which Quebec is dependent
~ill1I\IIII'provincialexports than the other regions. Such exports counts
'ttl ,11t5 percent of shipments in Quebec, compared to 13 percent in
lit Ill"" Columbia and 17 to 18 percent in the other provinces. On the
pll\l'I' hund, Quebec is less dependent than other provinces on interna-
Ihtlllll markets for its exports of manufactured goods. International
I '11I1I'1f!account for 35.6 percent of shipments for British Columbia, 31.3
IlL'" 'tll\l {orOntario, and only 21.2 percent for Quebec.

Rnynauld highlights the relative positions of the regions with re-
i',II'111l interregional trade with the following observations:

1/1 percentage of shipments of region of origin

Atlantic provinces to Quebec
Oucbcc to the Atlantic provinces
( )oterio to Quebec
Ouebec to Ontario
I'ruirie provinces to Quebec
( Juobec to the Prairie provinces

8.8 percent
, 4.4 percent
8.0 percent

17.0 percent
3.8 percent
3.3 percent
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4. British Columbia to Quebec
Quebec to British Columbia

5. Other provinces to Quebec
Quebec to the other provinces

1.7 percent
1.8 percent
6;8 percent

26.5 percent

As Raynauld notes, Quebec is more than' four times as dependent
on the other provinces as other provinces are on Quebec and almost
twice as dependent on Ontario as Ontario is on it. Nevertheless, Quebec
and Ontario remain each other's most important markets. On the other
hand, the Atlantic provinces are more dependent on Quebec. Bilateral
trade with more distant provinces is less important.

TABLES '

DESTINATION OF MANUFACTURING ,SHIPMENTS BY
PROVINCE OR REGION OF ORIGIN, 1984
(Percent of Shipments) .

Provinces of Destination
Provinces Other Outside
of Origin Atlantic Quebec Ontario Prairies B,C, Provinces Canada Total

Atlantic 54.2 8.8 6.8 1.5 0.7 17,7 28.1 100,0
Quebec 4,4 52.3 17,0 3.3 1.8 26,5 21.2 100.0
Ontario 2.1 8.0 51.6 5.1 2.0 17,1 31,3 100.0
Prairies 0,8 3.8 7.3 69.4 6,0 17,7 12,9 100,0
British Columbia 0.3 1.7 3.3 8.3 51.1 13.8 35.4 100,0

Note: Total = Province of destination + Other provinc~s + Outside Canada
Source: Statistics Canada, Destination of Shipments of Manufacturers 1984, Cata-
logue 31-530 as cited in ASDEQ (1990, p.13).

\
Raynauld also presents data on the surplus or deficits dn interpro-

t. ,
vincial trade which are shown in table 6. Ontario and Quebec are the
two regions whi~h have experienced large trade surpluses in\manufac-
turing. In 1984 Ontario had a surplus of $8 billion; and Quebec, $3

I
billion. All other re~ons have' registered deficits. t

Raynauld also e:xamined data'on trade balances in energ>1,agricul-
~;\(. ~

ture and minerals. Quebec had a deficit of $2.3 billion on energy trade
in 1987, $523 million on agriculture in~984, and $~.7 billion in non-
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I!I.I! 6 -
uu "'.US OR DEFICIT IN INTERPROVINCIAL TRADE

IN MANUFACTURED GOODS
iM 111111119 of Dollars)

Trade
l'IIltl/llt't'S Exports Imports Surplus

'Ililllti('
1967 259 1,129 -870
1974 727 2,210 -1,483
1979 1,519 3,664 -2,145
1984 1,805 5,206 -3,401

I IIII 1!lI'C
1967 3,289 3,005 284
1974 6,666 5,573 1,093
1979 10,524 9,807 717
1984 15,075 11,744 3,331

I h!llIdo
1967 5,548 2,591 2,957
1974 9,552 5,330 4,222
1979 17,620 8,781 8,839
1984 20,908 12,694 8,214

Pi IIItillS
1967 684 2,252 -1,568
1974 1,600 4,007 -2,407
1979 3,090 8,160 -5,070
1984 4,071 9,687 -5,616

11.( "
1967 470 1,273 -803
1974 1,002 2,427 -1,425
1979 1,986 4,326 -2,340
1984 2,486 5,015 -2,529

I'IIttllda
1967 10,250 10,250 0
1974 19,547 19,547 0
1979 34,739 34,739 0
1984 44,347 44,347 0

r ~(II 11; I3ritish Columbia includes the Yukon and Northwest Territories.
'11 11 II'CO: Statistics Canada, Catalogue 31-504,31-522,31-530 as cited in Raynauld
(Itjl)(), p.56).
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transformed minerals. These figures suggest that Quebec is an advanced
conomy which exports manufactured products and imports raw ma-

terials. Raynauld argues that any measures to restrain this trade will
have direct repercussions on Quebec's production, employment and
income.

Raynauld makes a case that the integration of Quebec into the
Canadian economy has enabled Quebec to grow more rapidly than
Ontario and Canada in recent years. The gap in GDP per capita between
Quebec and Ontario has narrowed from 25 percent in 1961to 18percent
on average from 1986 to 1988. This progress could be threatened, he
argues, if the integration between the Quebec and Canadian economies
were disrupted as a result of Quebec's separation and the break-up of
the Canadian common market.

Studies by major financial
institutions
The Parti Quebecois has often cited three studies done by major financial
institutions as evidence of the economic viability of a sovereign Quebec
(1990,pp.26-28). Another more recent study by a U.S. investment bank
has also been the subject of some controversy.

Toronto Dominion Bank
The first study was done by the Toronto Dominion, Bank (1990). In its
policy paper arguing that sovereignty would have no impact on the
Quebec economy, the Parti Quebecois cites the" Toronto Dominion
Bank's study incorrectly:

In a confidential study reported in the newspap~rs in March
1990, the Toronto-Do;ninion Bank rus Division) concluded
that regardless of the resolution of the constitutional issue, there
will not-be any economic uncertainty that will be harmful to
Quebecin the shortorlong term (PQ 1990,p.26, my t$nslation).

But the study itself, which was written during the debate over the
Meech Lake accord-does not say'that sovereignty will have ~ harmful
economic impact. Instead, the stkcty says that "in the near te~ and long
term ...it is very unlikely that discussion,~bout the Accord will have any
effect on business confidence" (1990, p.2). The bank's study concluded
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illi 111111 discussions about the accord will not have any effect on
II',III1'tllIconfidence; but the Parti Quebecois incorrectly inferred that

tl,,"' would not be any effect from constitutional changes, including
\I i "11'1\01) to sovereignty. This misinterpretation is an attempt by the
!inlll \.)l1cbecoisto gain greater credibility for its own views by putting
ili\'11111I the mouth of a respected financial institution.

1I \ fuct, the Toronto Dominion Bank study has nothing to say on the
"lIlIlInic viability of a sovereign Quebec. It does, however, provide a

'1'11-1111 discussion of Canadian constitutional developments and the
,1.·"I'1t Lake accord for its intended audience of American readers.

M/'I /'i11 Lynch
, '" It wning the critical issue of the likely credit rating of a sovereign
I .I111'lIrc,the Parti Quebecois cites Merrill Lynch as saying, "Given the
l'l unomic strengths of the Province, one can argue that a 'sovereign'
i,.!llIg on Quebec would not be much different than its rating as a
l'lllvince" (1990, p.27). The Parti Quebecois cites its source accurately,
11111 Il does not state that its source is a one-page comment prepared by
,Ill analyst, not a more detailed study of the financial viability of an
IlId\'pendent Quebec.

'l'he entire text ori the Quebec economy takes just one paragraph,
lullowing three paragraphs of comments on the political implications
1111\ failed Meech Lake accord:

If separate, how sound economically? The gross domestic product
of Quebec in 1988 was U.S. $120 billion. If it were an indepen-
dent country, its GDP would exceed that of Denmark [$101
billion] and Austria [$117 billion] and fall slightly short of that
of Belgium [$138billion]. Since English language-only speakers
represent a tiny 6.7 per cent of the total Quebec population, it is
difficult to argue that there would be a damaging exodus of the
English community. Many of the dissatisfied English have al-
ready departed for Ontario, having done so during the raucous
1970s. Quebec's 6.5 million inhabitants represent about 25 % of
Canada's population. The policies of the Bourassa government
have been favourable to development. The economic growth
over the last four years has been relatively balanced, adding
di versification to the economy. Finally, the economic arguments
advanced in the early 1980s suggested that the economic bene-
fits are in close parity with the federal taxes paid. Given the

"

I
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economic strengths of the Province, one can argue that a sovereign
rating on Quebec would not be much different than its rating as a
province. (Taylor, 1990)

Note that the fiscal balance studies discussed above do not, as
claimed in the comment, suggest that the economic benefits to Quebec
are in close parity with federal taxes paid. Also Merrill Lynch says that
the policies of the Bourassa government have been favourable to devel-
opment. It does not say anything about how a Parti Quebecois govern-
ment is likely to be perceived by the financial community. It is also
worthnoting that Merrill Lynch is the lead underwriter for Quebec
Hydro and that its interest in selling hydro bonds could cloud its
objectivity in evaluating the likely international credit rating of a sover-
eign Quebec.

Bank of Montreal
A paper prepared by a Bank of Montreal employee (Close, 1989)has also
been cited by the Parti Quebecois to lend credibility to the view that
Quebec sovereignty would not undermine investment (PQ, 1990, p.26).
This study, which was prepared by a political scientist and for which
neither the Bank of Montreal's Economics Department nor the bank
takes any responsibility, provides an interesting discussion of the polit-
ical forces shaping the North American economy in general and Quebec
in particular. The section dealing with Quebec, which accounts for less
than a quarter of the paper, focuses on the development of the new class
of Quebec entrepreneurs and Quebec's economic development policies.
It does not contain any economic analysis of the viabi1~tyof a sovereign
Quebec.

The passage which has attracted the most attention from
sovereigntists is the followingz

(""

Confederation or a separate state, however, is not the critical
issue from an investment point of view. This i~ because
Quebeckers are unlikely to vote for a separate state if it would
endanger their standard of living; nor would the inqreasingly
nationalistic-business clas"slead Quebec out of Confederation if
it would damage the newlo/ emergent vibrant Quebec ~conomy.
The non-event of Norway's sep'ttation from Swederuin 1-905is
perhaps the appropriate historidanalogy for any legal separa-
tion of Quebec from the rest of Canada. (Close, 1989, p.4)
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lld-I passage says that Quebeckers are unlikely to separate if.sepa-
!hlll would damage the Quebec economy or reduce living standards.

Iltll••, umfcderation versus separatism is not the key issue from an
hii,·.llIll'nt point of view. This is a political judgement about what

11,.1 'I 'I'kl'rs are likely to do-not an economic one about the conse-
1111 IHI'tl of sovereignty. It says nothing about the implications for in-

1 '''IIH'nt if sovereignty becomes economically damaging and if
illt·I"·I'kersdecide to ignore their economic self-interest and separate

li'1 I,'iI/lOnSof national pride.

, .,/ Boston Corporation
lit I ,'IHllary a draft study done by First Boston Corporation (1991) on

tll~llIl\llIonalchange in Canada was leaked to the press. This study
11 ,IIt',1 some controversy because it included a specific estimate of the
I ,I, I"'t'mium in Quebec bonds and some erroneous estimates of the
10 hi tllock. The study was quickly revised and released without the
" "'11111ng estimate of the risk premi urn and debt stock error. The revised
1IIIIy!IOW only reviews' the constitutional debate, including Meech

Ill· t', nnd the Allaire report; and it lays out the timetable forconstitu-
i11111111discussions. The study still warns that "the ongoing uncertainty
1'"lIlIll1ly means a higher premium on Canadian over US long term
1'"1111" will prevail for political reasons alone, regardless of economic
I 11 litlnmcntals." The key passage' in the study reads thus:

As the new phase in the Constitutional debate begins, it intro-
duces new uncertainties, For at least two years to come, a
ferment of proposals, rhetoric and divisiveness will continue.
What will result is unpredictable at this point, which creates an
element of risk for investors. The impact could be greatest on
foreign investors who do not have the full information neces-
ary to interpret a complex legal, social and economic process,

and who could react with an excess of caution to headline
developments,

A key index of the expense to Canada of the ongoing debate is
in the spread of Canadian over US long-term bond yields. Of the
00-250 basis point spread that has prevailed for the last year, a

portion probably reflects the uncertainty created by the Meech
Lake debate. Other factors matter, too. In particular, relatively
high Carlfdian short term rates of interest have driven up the
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value of the Canadian dollar, and created the risk of deprecia
tion sometime in the future. (1991, p.l)

A Quebec currency
While some economists have suggested that Canada might benefit fro
two or more currencies to combat regional disparities (Mundell, 1961
pp.657-65 and Dudley, 1973, pp.7-18), the consensus has been that th
costs of an independent currency in terms of volatility and transactio
costs would outweigh the advantages for an economy as small a
Quebec's. In a study prepared for the Quebec government in 1979
Bernard Fortin argues that "the smaller an economy, the more open (i

terms of trade and financial links with its partners in the monet
union), and the less diversified in its domestic production, the more it wit
benefit from a monetary union" (B. Fortin, 1979, p.l0, as translated i
Maxwell and Pestieau, 1980, p.37). This study provided the analytica
underpinnings to support the Parti Quebecois's preference for a mon
taryunion.

More recently, a paper by David Laidler (1990), "Money afte
Meech," has had a big impact on the debate in Quebec about possibl
post-sovereignty currency arrangements. It has provided support fro
one of Canada's leading monetary economists for the proposition tha
a separate Quebec currency pegged to the U.S. dollar would be a viabl
second-best option for Quebec. Laidler argues that the prospect of
breakup of the Canadian monetary system would disturb intemationa
capital markets. Since Quebec has a strong interest in maintaining th
current monetary system and other economic ties, he argues, Queb
may need to retain a federal government in which it is represented
Laidler sees threats to the Canadian monetary sys~m from sever
directions. Western populism could endanger the cohesiveness of tb
Canadian monetary union. The inability of the Bank of Canada to retai
its price stability goal in the face of political opposition could make i
unattractive for Quebec to continue to participate in' the Canadia
monetary system. Or the 'rest of Canada could try to e~act too high a
price from Quebec for a maintenance of monetary ties.jn this case, in
Laidler's view, the best o~ion for Quebec would be to establish a
separate currency pegged to the U.$. dollar.
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I ,11 Idler emphasizes the attachment of a responsible Quebec govern-
!111'11 I toprice stability and a hard currency. His paper was wri tten before
11111 Uuebec business community's dissatisfaction with the Bank of
I .unulu's current monetary policy became apparent in their submis-

lilllN to the Belanger-Campeau Commission (see inter alia the Chamber
tt! ('ommerce submission). In fact, arguments have been made before
1111' 116langer-Campeau Commission for sovereignty-or at least
IJlIl'lwc's input into the conduct of monetary policy-in order to get
IIIWI'!'interest rates and a cheaper Canadian dollar, which would im-
I'IIIV{'the competitive position of Quebec industry. Quebec's attach-
111.'111 to a hard currency is probably weaker than Laidler suggests.

l.aidler's paper contains a very good discussion of what is import-
uil Ior a currency. He argues that foreign creditors and investors do not
""IlIy care about Canadian constitutional discord as long as it neither
1IIII'ulens to generate economic instability nor affects confidence in
I uunda's capacity and willingness to service its present debts. But the
IlIlItlpcCtthat Quebec might introduce a separate currency unnerves
IlIlt'I'national capital markets: it raises questions about the redenornina-
I"IIIof Canadian dollar debt and the possible impact on the profitability
,.111\ vestment of market inefficiencies resulting from the breakup of the
I nundian monetary union.

Ilor the establishment of a Quebec dollar to have more than a
vmbolic meaning, Laidler argues, its value would have to be poten-

",lily variable against the Canadian dollar. Countries which have CDPs
IIIIhe same order of magni tude as Quebec, such as Finland, Denmark,

nrway, and Austria, all have their own currencies, but none of them
II., freely floating. To him, this suggests that Quebec might not choose
I tlt'xible exchange rate regime.

If a currency already exists, Laidler argues, a floating rate may be
l'II'(crable to a pegged. But the nuisance costs of having a separate
lllll'l'l1cyand establishing its viability may be too large to justify creating
il III the first place. The nuisance costs of maintaining a separate cur-
i.'IHYincrease as the economy becomes more open and its size decrease, ,
while the benefits from a separate flexible rate currency decrease as the
"I'onomy's openness increases and its size decreases.

Laidler describes how the adjustment mechanism works with fixed
IlId floating exchange rates and how a flexible exchange rate is a better

)
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adjustment tool when an economy is larger and less open. Laidle:
correctly dismisses the argument that it is possible to use moneta
independence and a floating Quebec dollar to promote lo~ unemplo
ment and rapid growth; in fact, all that monetary independence ca
determine in the long run is the rate of inflation. But he overestimate:
the attractiveness of the Bank of Canada's strong and credible anti-i
flation credentials to a more independent Quebec government.

Highlighted by Laidler are the problems involved in establishing
new currency for Quebec. People must be persuaded to use it. Its u
can be encouraged inside Quebec through government decrees, such
requiring taxes to be paid in Quebec dollars or enforcing only contrac
denominated in Quebec dollars. Gaining acceptance internationally fo:
a Quebec currency would be more difficult because of the need t,
overcome concerns that the new government would follow inflation
policies. According to Laidler, Quebec could try to borrow viability fo:
its new dollar by establishing a fixed exchange rate; this strategy woul
be more likely to succeed if the U'S. dollar were used as the referen
rate. If the Canadian dollar were chosen, there would be more suspicio
that the Quebec government would pursue inflationary policies and i
currency would devalue.

Nevertheless, Laidler makes a very strong case for the continuatio
of the existing Canadian monetary union. He believes that Quebec wi
accept the case. First, the maintenance of the current Canadian financi
system with widespread branching, which does much to promote ca
ital mobility and to give the system stability, requires the continu
existence of some system-wide-and politically responsible regula to
authority. Second, the maintenance of a common currency would kee
the burden of adjustment to shocks to the Quebec economy fro
elsewhere in Canada focused on the local labour ma\ket. A commo
labour market is a useful supplement to a currency union which g
together with a common market for goods and services, but it requi
a common political authority. Laidler accepts that this political autho
ity might be a radically redesigned and less centralized government
Confederation, of which' Qu.~bec would be a member. ~e argues th
the maintenance of a comm~,.nCanadian currency for a c~mmon Can
dian labour and goods market would make it possible to negotiate oth
aspects of Confederation without t~ threat of a foreign exchange crisi
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nnuclng government deficits
"d debt

1111 I1Ivision of the federal government debt is an important issue which
I!dd hove to be addressed in any negotiations over sovereignty.

I litIll/I,ll there has not been any rigorous analysis of the economic impact
ithllllHsue, some interesting views have been expressed and the issue

i lmportant that it cannot be ignored.
I'II''lI,Grant Reuber (1990, p.B4) argued that Quebec would have a

lill~llIlIlialbargaining advantage in resolving this issue since Canada's
I"dil' debt is an obligation of the government of Canada. Given this

11'1,.1,11 I t lal bargaining advantage for Quebec, separa tion would almost
i I.rluly result in the rest of Canada being left with a disproportionate

Ittll!'"f today's federal debt compared with the revenue base remaining
1'1 vlcc it. Douglas Purvis (1990) responded by calling the federal

~"II\I\'lentdebt "the bonds that tie" and by suggesting that it adds a
I\'ill,'I'degree of mutual interest than was present a decade ago. In his
nwI Ihere are two reasons for this. First, Quebec will continue to be
jit'l\dcnt on foreign capital and cannot afford to welch on its current

hll",lIllons;second, Quebec will need to preserve strong economic ties
IIIIh\' rest of Canada.

Mure recently, Iacques Parizeau has reassured English Canadians
11:11 I'V('" a Parti Quebecois government would not seek to avoid its
it,III' IIf the debt. In a speech to the Empire and Canadian Clubs in

11" !llIto, he said the following:

What share? There are really two criteria to use: population and
gross domestic product. We will, I suppose, haggle for a few
weeks before we come to something like a quarter. (Parizeau,
1990,pp.9-1O)

MIII'('elCote has argued in a pair of interesting papers (1990a,b) that
JIII,IIIII' could not assume its $100 billion or so share of the federal debt

, 11I11\hl. He notes that the national debt is not a passive debt-s-half of
I 1'1 "hurt-term and the other half has a maturity of only seven years.

Itlll'II{' thinks that the Quebec government can in theory support such
h."1·1 or debt, it will take five to ten years to develop a market for $100
/111111 cIf Quebec debt. So, he argues, the old debt will remain a common
It, with Quebec obliged to send regular debt servicing payments to

'IIIIIVII. lacques Parizeau shares this view (1990, p.9-10). Nevertheless,
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5te argues that there would be a $1 billion or so risk premium per ye
associated with financing the cost of the debt.

Cote also raises some question about the ability of the Queb
government to finance its share of the federal deficit. If the Queb
government defici t were to increase from $2 billion to $10 billion (4 to
percent of Quebec GDP), there would be no market for such a hu
annual increase in the level of debt and it would take years to develo
one.

Another important aspect of the deficit and debt has arisen in t
debate on Quebec sovereignty. The disequilibrium in the federal budg
has been one of the Quebec business communities' main sources
dissatisfaction and frustration with Canadian federalism (Chambre d
Commerce du Quebec, 1990, p.l l), Rightly or wrongly, it affirms t
idea among businesspeople that Canadian federalism has been an ec
nomic failure and that a sovereign Quebec could perhaps do better.

Uncertainty
The Association des Economistes Quebecois brief to the Belange
Campeau Commission emphasizes that the process on which Queb
and Canada are now embarked involves much uncertainty and certai
important economic risks (1990, p.20). Since the consequences of thi:
process on economic activity in Quebec and Canada depend eno
mously on the political dynamic and political currents, the brief cautio
decision-makers to act with prudence. While no quantitative estimate:
are provided of the likely impact on the economy, two illustrativ
scenarios are sketched out to showthe importance of the process. In th
first scenario, the transmission of powers takes place in serenity; in th
second, it takes place in an atmosphere of rancour and '4iscord. In th
first, the Quebec and Canadian government work togethet to reduce th
deficit by eliminating duplication. There is a smooth transition to ne
monetary arrangements. Interest rates come down. Thei climate fo
investment improves. Inthe second, there is fighting over ~ll aspects 0:
the transfer of powers, including the new monetary regin)e' Investon
become upset, triggering an e~hange crisis. Interest rate1 have to
raised to support the two newl.currencies, probably after devaluation
The climate of uncertainty has a negat\~e impact on the investment an
economic activity.
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Whlh' no quantitative information is available on the impact of
III1IIIIInly in the current situation, Andre Raynauld (1990, pp. 45-47)
1I1I'I.lc'll Home data on the movement of head offices out of and into
Illl ••'I' und on immigration during the 1980 referendum period. Based

I1 n!1I'III'IIcrstudy, he reports the following movements of head offices:

Out In Balance
jI)79 282 79 ~203
11)80 183 68 -115
1C)I{ I 164 91 ~73
'total 629 238 -391

I~IIynQuld observes that, while political uncertainty was not the only
\11111 lx-hind the movement of head offices out of Quebec, it is signifi-
III Ihul the outflow decreased and the inflow increased after the
It IIIIIc!urn.

1lIIYIlauldpresents the following figures on net immigration from
1\1'Itl'e':

1966-71
1971-76
1976-81 '
1981-86
1986-89

-10,566
-3,323

-17,063
-2,573

+18,723

I Ill'data show, according to Raynauld, that immigration flows are
!It.ltwly sensitive to political developments. He cites the fivefold

n II'IHI('in net out migration from 1976 to 1981 following the election of
1111' l'cII'\I Quebecois and the 1980 referendum, and, afterwards, the
t. ,11l1l111c decline in net outrnigration and ultimate reversal.

III Its brief to the Belanger-Campeau Commission, the Quebec
'''''IIIll'r of Commerce also provides some interesting data on invest-

IIII11trends during the 1980 referendum period. Investment per capita
Itl IJlIl\bcc fell from 102 percent of that in Ontario in 1979 to only 90
1'111 ,·,,1 ln 1981, before rebounding to 97 percent in 1984.The Chamber
Il,illllllhat, while there were several factors that contributed to the fall
iil IlIvtlHlment,it would be difficult to argue that political uncertainty

1\1 11 111 nding the 1980 referendum had nothing to do with the fall (1990,
i

~
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Conclusion
The only strong conclusion that can be drawn from the survey of f
pre-Belanger-Campeau literature presented in this chapter is that the
is still a scarcity of up-to-date hard analysis on the costs and benefits
Confederation and on the economic impact of Quebec sovereign
Most of the serious studies were done in the late 1970s when the electio:
of a Parti Quebecois government and the prospects of a referendum 0

sovereignty-association focused attention on the issue. These were t
studies done by the Canadian Unity Information Office and the C.
Howe Institute's Accent QuebecProgram. The empirical informatio
and many of the conclusions contained in these studies are now largel
out-of-date. The more recent studies have been completed quickly an
are not as rigorous. Good economic studies of all aspects of the economi
consequences of Quebec sovereignty are desperately needed so th
important decisions about the future of the country will not have to b
made without an adequate understanding of the facts. As we will see i
the next chapter, the Belanger-Campeau economic studies provid
some useful additional information, albeit from a largely sovereignti
perspective, but the need for further objective analysis still remai
urgent.
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Chapter 3

The Belanger-Campeau's
Sovereigntist Economic

Studies

nlroduction
IliA CHAPTER PROVIDES A CRITIQUE and summary of the background
1'1'()1)OmiCstudies prepared for the Belanger-Campeau Commission

Illlltlide experts, the secretariat of the commission, and the Ministry
01llnunce (Commission sur l'avenir politique et constitutionnel du

I JIII'IIII'(',1991b). The authors of the studies include some of Quebec's
11111/.1 distinguished economists. The nine studies considered deal with
11,\111'relations, public finances, labour markets, macroeconomic policy
"!luIIIMtion, and monetary options.

11 II'important to consider these studies in detail because of their
mic in shaping the opinion of the Quebec elite on the economic

1IIIIIII'quencesof sovereignty. Because the studies have not been trans-
1.111'11 Into English and have only been published in limited quantities,
1IIIIyhave not received wide dissemination outside of Quebec, even
IIIIlIng economists. English Canadians need to be familiar wi th the main
111\1Imcnts made in these studies if they are to be informed participants'


